Multiple scales of organization for object selectivity in ventral visual cortex.
Object knowledge is hierarchical. Several hypotheses have proposed that this property might be reflected in the spatial organization of ventral visual cortex. For example, all exemplars of a category might activate the same patches of cortex, but with a slightly different position of the peak of activation in each patch. According to this view, category selectivity would be organized at a larger spatial scale compared to exemplar selectivity. No empirical evidence for such proposals is available from experiments with human subjects. Here, we compare the relative scale of organization for category and exemplar selectivity in two datasets with two methods: (i) by investigating the previously reported beneficial effect of spatial smoothing of the fMRI data on the reliability of multi-voxel selectivity patterns; and (ii) by comparing the relative weight of lower and higher spatial frequencies in the spatial frequency spectrum of these selectivity patterns. The findings are consistent with the proposal that selectivity for stimulus properties that underlie finer distinctions between objects is organized at a finer scale than selectivity for stimulus properties that differentiate categories. This finding confirms the existence of multiple scales of organization in the ventral visual pathway.